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vision-based safe backing-up maneuvers with obstacle-free space

Every year, backing-up maneuvers are responsible for hundreds of accidents in the world. There is lots of R&D to find systems that can avoid these accidents. 
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VISION-BASED SAFE BACKING-UP MANEUVERS WITH OBSTACLE-FREE SPACE DETECTION Vestri, Christophe*, Bendahan, Rémy, Abad, Frédéric, Wybo, Sébastien, Tsishkou, Dzmitry, Bougnoux, Sylvain IMRA Europe, 220, rue Albert-Caquot, 06904, Sophia-Antipolis, France KEYWORDS – stereovision, shadow, highlight, homogeneous obstacle, free-space ABSTRACT Every year, backing-up maneuvers are responsible for hundreds of accidents in the world. There is lots of R&D to find systems that can avoid these accidents. Vision-based obstacle sensors are promising systems because they have ability to understand the outdoor environment. But they have difficulties with lighting conditions such as strong shadows and highlights. This paper presents a real-time wide-angle stereovision system that monitors a 6m area at the back of the vehicle in typical urban driving. Detection is achieved by extracting both obstacles and road surfaces. The main challenge is to recover the complete road surface when stereo fails, mainly with difficult lighting conditions: dynamic change of lighting conditions, shadows, highlights… Marking ground regions as unknown where 3D stereo information is missing will stop the road surface extraction and create false alarms. The contribution of this paper is an algorithm that repairs missing information of the stereo disparity map to have dense information of the scene. We show detection results under difficult lighting conditions. Road surface is correctly marked and obstacles are detected up to 6 meters. TECHNICAL PAPER BACKGROUND This paper presents a stereo-camera-based obstacle sensor which aims at detecting dangerous obstacles such as other vehicles or pedestrians on paths of potential collision. Our objective is to monitor a 6m area in front or behind a vehicle in movement with a maximum relative speed of 20m/s between vehicle and obstacle. To be effective, this system should be able to handle all typical urban driving conditions. The main difficulty of vision-based obstacle detection algorithms is to handle difficult lighting conditions: large dynamic change of lighting conditions, shadows, highlights…. Vision obstacle sensor systems base he detection on the analysis of the 3D information. Monocular-camera-based systems such as (1) or (2) use the structure-from-motion principle to generate 3D data. Those data are sparse and reconstruction is very uncertain in the image center. Those approaches are not reliable enough to handle very hard lighting conditions. Stereovision-based cameras provide denser and more reliable 3D data. Systems have already been proposed such as (3-6). Systems in (3), (4), and (5) compute both the free space (ground surface where we can safely drive) and the obstacles. We use the same overall strategy. Wellington in (6) uses a probabilistic model to classify the 3D elevation of each cell of their



occupancy grid. Detection quality of all those systems depends on density, accuracy and errors of the stereo data. The more dense and accurate are 3D stereo data, the more reliable will be the detection. The less error there is in the data, the fewer false alarms will have the sensor. A good review of stereo vision algorithm has been presented in (7). Since this publication, authors provide test bed data and maintained a website (8) that compares results of stereo correspondence algorithms. Using the formulation of the authors, those algorithms can be generally decomposed in three parts: a matching cost measure, an aggregation method and an optimization strategy. A difficulty shared by those algorithms is the homogeneity of image regions. In automotive, they often occur in presence of strong shadows or highlights, and with obstacles of uniform color. Pixels that compose those regions have all similar values and matching cost measures and aggregation methods fail in discriminating them. Authors generally solve this difficulty by using complex and generally slow optimization strategies. Instead, we propose to repair the disparity map obtained by a Block Matching algorithm (also known as correlation algorithm). This kind of algorithms are very fast, provide dense 3D data, and the number of matching errors can be controlled by varying the score threshold. We use the Sobel operator to produce edge images and make the matching less sensitive to large lighting changes. We then use a Block Matching algorithm with SAD score and a strict threshold to have dense disparity map and low level of error. Disparities in homogeneous regions are detected using a local variance analysis and are then removed because matching generally makes errors in those areas. All vision-based systems presented in (1-6) use fast matching algorithms. Most of them use the same Block Matching algorithm than us while (5) uses the Semi-Global matching algorithm of Hirschmüller (9). Both algorithms are available in OpenCV (10). Both produces dense disparity maps, but with missing or wrong data in homogeneous regions of the image. In (1) Nedevschi generates a digital elevation model to simplify 3D stereo data. To reduce data incompleteness, they propagate data values along depth, but unfortunately also the errors. This paper presents our vision sensor and details two contributions and their advantages. The first contribution is an algorithm that repairs the stereo disparity map. It completes the missing stereo data in the homogeneous image regions. The second contribution is a free space surface computation algorithm. This algorithm combines the 3D data with a texture analysis of the image to justify the completion of missing data in the ground and reduce number of false alarm. FREE-SPACE FOR OBSTACLE SENSING Overview of the system We have developed a real-time wide angle stereo system. Obstacle detection is achieved using the same overall strategy than (1) (2) and (3). Instead of focusing on obstacle detection, we aim at detecting obstacle-free space by extracting the road/ground surface. The free-space algorithm is composed by three stages as presented in Figure 1: (1) repair the disparity map by completing missing data, (2) separate obstacle/ground 3D stereo points, and (3) compute the free-space surface.



Figure 1: Overview of the free-space algorithm



Disparity map repairing Obstacle detection is based on the analysis of 3D data. For an efficient detection, 3D data that compose obstacles should be as complete as possible. Ideally, each pixel of the images is matched. Unfortunately, disparity maps obtained after matching contains unmatched pixels: mainly at homogeneous areas and occlusions. Data is never complete as presented in Figure 2. On left, one can see an image of the situation. The black road in the shadow area is very homogeneous. Right image presents the disparity map obtained after stereo matching. Grey pixels are matched and black pixels are unmatched. In this situation, a large part of the image has not been matched. The main reason is that they belong to homogeneous area. But it can also be due to occlusion or an insufficient correlation score. This second category being non significant (fewer pixels), we treat them as homogeneous regions and consider all unmatched pixels at the same time while repairing the disparity map.



Figure 2: Disparity map obtained with correlation-based methods are not complete.



We proposed three algorithms for filling values of unmatched pixels of the disparity map. The first algorithm tries to repair pixels that belong to the ground (virtual ground completion). The two other searches for the correct disparity value by analyzing the neighborhood support of each unmatched pixel. One algorithm will repair vertical surfaces and the other the planar surfaces (plane fitting). They are presented in the next sections. Virtual Ground Completion: This filling method uses the a priori knowledge of ground presence. It fills with a virtual ground disparity value all regions of unmatched pixels which are surrounded by ground pixels and image borders. The virtual ground is a 3D plane that approximates the ground; it is computed during obstacle/ground separation stage (see “Obstacle/Ground Separation” section). Figure 3 presents the filling result. The black road in the shadow is not completely matched. The virtual ground completion has correctly recovered the disparity values of unmatched pixels that correspond to the real ground.



Figure 3: Completing unmatched pixels with the disparity values of a virtual ground.



Col/Row Completion: The row/col filling algorithm repairs disparities along each image row and column independently. It is used to repair vertical surfaces and interpolate disparity values along epipolar lines. Figure 4 presents an image and its corresponding disparity map. We present a difficult indoor situation to justify our strategy. In this example, the dark shirt of the pedestrian is unmatched. We could fill the area along the row because disparities are at extremities are compatible. However, they correspond to the ground. The true solution is to fill the area along the columns. The difficulty is to decide for each pixel which way we have to fill the disparity, mainly in difficult cases where both directions are possible (as in this example).



Figure 4: Row/col filling method. Two probability maps, one for each filling direction (rows or columns), are computed to decide how to fill each unmatched pixel value of the disparity map.



For selecting the direction of the disparity completion, we make the assumption that the best solution for a pixel is the same in the close neighborhood. We change the selection problem by a probability computation problem. The assumption is used to infer the probabilities to fill along each direction: rows and columns. Probabilities are then compared in each pixel and the most probable direction is selected. We compute the probability maps as follow: 1. Clear vertical and horizontal probability maps 2. Fill all unmatched values along rows (respectively columns) when border values are compatible (distance 
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